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Dramatis Personae

magician

A magician.

bartender

A bartender.



MAGICIAN stands center stage. Long inhalation: loud. Looks nervous.
Slow motion. Gunshot. Blackout.

The office of the BARTENDER.

bartender

Your act sucks.

magician

What are you talking about? They love the –

bartender

They hate the rings.
Everyone knows how that one’s done.

magician

I’d like to see you –

bartender

They’re fake rings.

BARTENDER holds up some metal rings briefly.

magician

No one is allowed in my magic trunk! I put a lock on there!

bartender

And who bought the lock?
Listen, I think you’re a nice kid
but you’re not packing them in anymore
and when you’re packing them in is when nice means something
see?
You’ve need a new act tonight.
wholly original
amazing!
or you’re out of here.
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magician

But I’m already behind on –

bartender

And you can’t eat at the bar nomore.

magician

I’ll amaze you – tonight!

Blackout. Gunshot. Lights up. MAGICIAN, cleary struck in the stomach,
is falling slowly, back arched, in slow motion. Blackout before the fall is
half completed.

Lights up. Magician onstage. The “new act” is in full swing.

magician

I’d like for everyone to think about water. Ah! Water. Rushing over your face. Your
entire body.

audience

I haven’t had a shower in weeks!

General laughter.

magician

I’m going to take this cup, fill it up with water, put this handkerchief over the top of
it to keep the moisture inside –

audience

There’s magic happening!

magician

And I’m going to –

MAGICIAN dumps the water glass over his head. Glitter, instead of wa-
ter, comes out. He bows.
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magician

Thank you! Thank you!

audience

You suck!

magician

Okay. And now for a crowd favorite. I learned this while studying patience and
understanding with monks who dwell in mountains, breath slowly, and manipulate
metals better than scientists. From them I bring you –

MAGICIAN produces three metal rings.

magician

The magic linking rings.

BARTENDER peeks onstage

bartender

Get off the stage!

magician

These are different than the rings I’ve shown you before. Their secrets are –

bartender

Turn them off!

Lights go out. Gunshot. Slow motion. MAGICIAN continues falling.

Lights up. BARTENDER’s office.

bartender

What do you mean they’re different?
They’re the same thing.
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magician

The other rings were from different monastic communities.

bartender

You’ve never been outside the county lines.

magician

I certainly have.

BARTENDER pulls up a smartphone or GPS device.

bartender

I tagged you with a tracker.

magician

I hate needles.

bartender

You were sleeping.
Listen:
You’re through.
It’s a rough gig.
Sorry.

magician

What about my tricks?

bartender

I paid for them.
Giving them to the next guy.
Get’s in next week.

magician

Who?
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bartender

Mystical Monty.
He works next door.
Does this amazing trick.
Here’s a ticket.
Go see what real magic looks like.

BARTENDER reaches over and takes MAGICIAN’s hat.

magician

That’s my hat.

bartender

Get out of here.

Three or so chairs. MAGICIAN sits watching an act we don’t see, but do
hear.

mystical monty

Ha!

Flash of bright light.

magician

Whoa!

mysical monty

Thank you! And now for the most dangerous trick. A mind-altering end to a most
entertaining evening. This is not for the light of heart. Dear?

magician

A gun?

mystical monty

Yes. A gun. Don’t be alarmed. It will never be directed at any person in the audience.
You are all, I assure you, safe.
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magician

What is he going to do with –

mystical monty

I, on the other hand.

Quick footsteps.

mystical monty

Dear?

Gunshot. Crowd sounds.

mystical monty

Aha!

Applause.

magician

He caught it in his hand! Wow! Did you see that! He caught it in his hand!

Blackout. Gunshot. Slow motion. Magician continues the fall. Head is
falling below waist. Blackout.

Lights up. Outdoors.

magician

Mystical Monty! You were incredible.

mystical monty

I know.

magician

How did you catch a bullet! That was amazing.
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mystical monty

Well, when you study with the north-southeastern monks of the valley, of the precipice,
on the sandy beaches – in complete silence for thirteen years – you learn a thing or
two about modern warfare and the human body.

magician

Wow!

mystical monty

A soldier of the West-eastern persuation tried to shoot me and, instinctually – from
years of silent contemplation – I caught the bullet with my bare hand. In reality I
caught it with my mind.

magician

Unbelievable.

mystical monty

I know. (Laughs.)

magician

(Laughs.) (Pause.) So to find out just...

mystical monty

See how you respond to being shot.
It’s the only way.
Farewell!

Blackout. Slow motion. Gunshot. MAGICIAN continues to fall. Head
further down. Blackout.

BARTENDER’s office.

magician

I’m doing a trick tonight.

bartender

Are you now?
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magician

Yeah.

bartender

I don’t think so.
I gave you the boot.
If you don’t stay gone...

Magician pulls out the gun.

bartender

Whoa!
Calm down!
You can go on.
Sure.

magician

This is part of my act.

bartender

You’re gonna catch a bullet like Monty?

magician

Yeah.

bartender

Well how does he do it?
What’s the secret?
Where does it come from?
It can’t come from the gun.

magician

I’m doing the trick tonight.

bartender

Alright.
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magician

Alright.

Blackout. Gunshot. Slow motion. Magician continues to fall.

Lights up. MAGICIAN at the end of his act. People are booing.

magician

The rings not magical enough for you?
The cups and balls not exciting enough?
Well how about this?

MAGICIAN pulls out a gun. Shocked silence. Blackout.

Silence. Different light. Magician, staring out at the audience.

magician

Of course it’s a real bullet. Here.

Lights flicker out and back on. Silence.

magician

Aim it right here.

Lights flicker out and back on.

magician

Of course it’s safe.

Lights flicker out and back on.

magician

Go.

Gunshot. Magician falls. Exhalation: loud.
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v.o. magician

Did you ever wonder
why there isn’t any wonder
anymore.
It all faded away.
All gone.
There’s nothing worth living for.
Nothing to look forward too.
The future is dead.
Just like the present.
The children have it.
They look at the stars with wonder
awe
but for us it is gone.
It is done.
Nothing left.
Nothing remains but
the expected.
I used to be a magician.
I used to pretend to bring wonder.
But I only brought lies.
The greatest magic trick ever.
This is the greatest magic trick ever.

Loud exhalation continues underneath. Blackout. Pause. Loud inhalation.
Lights flash bright.

END OF PLAY
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